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Dear Educator,

Embryology: Hatching Classroom Projects designed to provide you with background
information and exciting experiential activities dealing with life science for use in your
classroom. Each activity is designed to be grade-level appropriate and has been correlated 
to U.S. National Science Education Standards.

Children have a natural sense of curiosity about living things in the world around them.
Building on this curiosity, students can develop an understanding of biology through direct
experience with living things, their life cycles and their habitats. This curriculum was developed
with your students in mind. Many believe students learn best by interacting with the world—
by listening, observing, experimenting and applying their knowledge to real-world situations.
Each activity within this curriculum follows these steps in the experiential learning model.

An additional goal of this curriculum is to help students develop life skills. Life skills help an
individual live a productive and satisfying life. Within this curriculum your students will have 
the opportunity to develop life skills related to science processes, managing, thinking, working,
relating and living a healthy lifestyle.

We hope that Embryology: Hatching Classroom Projects is an enjoyable experience for both
you and your students as well as a beneficial unit in your life science curriculum. Here are a
few quotes from kids who worked with our pilot:

The best part of learning about 
chickens and embryos was...

“Watching the eggs hatch and getting to play with the little
chicks.”

“Seeing the cute little chicks after they had
hatched.”

“Seeing how the embryos develop inside
the shells. I also liked watching the
chicks get their first white feathers and
see them grow.”

“It was fun the whole time.”

“The best part was seeing how the
chick hatched. It was cool how it
pecked its way around the shell.”

“The best thing was when they
hatched. It was really exciting.
I also liked learning about
hatching eggs. I learned so 
much that I didn't know before.”
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Embryology and the 
National Science Standards
A classroom unit in embryology will help you meet the
following National Science Standards:

Abilities necessary to conduct
scientific inquiry

Ask questions about objects, organisms
and events in the environment.

Plan and conduct a simple investigation.

Use simple equipment and tools 
to gather data.

Use data to construct a reasonable
explanation.

Communicate investigations and
explanations.

The characteristics of organisms

Organisms have basic needs. Organisms
can survive only in environments in which
their needs can be met.

Each animal has different structures that
serve different functions in growth, survival
and reproduction.

The behavior of individual organisms 
is influenced by internal cues and by
external cues.

Life cycles of organisms

Animals have life cycles including birth,
maturation, reproduction and death.

Animals closely resemble their parents.

Organisms and their environments

All animals depend on plants. Some
animals eat plants for food. Other animals
eat animals that eat the plants.

An organism’s patterns of behavior are
related to the nature of that organism’s
environment, including the kinds and
numbers of other organisms present, 
the availability of food, resources and 
the physical characteristics of the
environment.

Abilities of technological design
Identify a simple problem.

Propose a solution.

Implement proposed solutions.

Evaluate a product or design.

Communicate a problem, design and
solution.

Introduction
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Experiential learning means having students do hands-on
activities, reflect on the meaning and apply what they
learned. This process helps ensure that the students learn
actively and make knowledge a part of their world. It also
helps students answer questions such as “Why should I
learn this?” and “Now that I know this, what do I do next?”

Experiential learning model

Pfeiffer, J.W., & Jones, J.E., “Reference Guide to Handbooks and
Annuals” © 1983 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Reprinted with permission

of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Pfeiffer and Jones’ Model 

Experience
The model begins with experience,
action. This immediately focuses the
attention on the learner rather than 
the teacher. This requires active co-
operation from the learner, coupled
with guidance from the teacher to 
help maintain the learner’s curiosity.
Teaching becomes a cooperative
enterprise.

Share
Sharing is simply asking the group or
individuals, What did you do? What
happened? What did it feel like to do
(whatever)? This step should generate
lots of information to lead to the
process step.

Process
The questions and discussion now
become more focused on what was
most important about the experience.
Common themes that emerge from the
sharing session are explored further.
Often the key teaching points related
to the subject matter are discussed.

Generalize
In this step the experience is related to
a real-world example. This step helps
the student to answer the questions,
Why should I learn this? What did the
experience mean to me personally? To
my everyday life? Subject matter and
life skill development can be discussed
in this step. For example, if you hope
that the activity helps students develop
teamwork skills, then questions about
teamwork would be appropriate.

Apply
This step helps the student answer the
question, Now that I know this, what do
I do next? Can students express what
they learned? Can they use what they
learned? Can the student actually
apply the learning to a new situation?

Providing an experience alone does not create
“experiential learning.” The activity comes first. The
learning comes from the thoughts and ideas created
as a result of the experience. This is a “learn by doing”
or experiential process. Addressing each step in 
the process assures a purposeful plan to obtain a
specific goal.

Apply
what was learned

to a similar or
different situation;

practice

Share 
the results,
reactions,

observations
publicly

Experience
the activity;
 perform,

do it

Generalize 
to connect the
experience to 

real-world 
examples

Process
the experience;

discuss, analyze,
reflect 

1.

5. 2.

3.4.

Experiential 
Learning 

Model
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These skills represent the scientific thinking 
and process skills that are essential to scientific
inquiry. An inquiry based science classroom uses
and encourages the use of these skills 
in science activities.

Observing – Generating reasonable questions about
the world based on observation.

Examples:
Seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling and feeling.

Comparing and measuring – Using simple
measurement tools to provide consistency 
in an investigation.

Examples:
Sensory observations, weight, quantity, quality,
temperature and capacity.

Relating – Developing solutions to unfamiliar
problems through reasoning, observation 
and experimentation.

Examples:
Asking questions, making a hypothesis,
understanding relationships, designing and
conducting simple investigations, identifying the
control and variables in an investigation.

Life skill
development

Science
skill

A skill is a learned ability to do something well. Life
skills are abilities we can learn that will help us to be
successful in living a productive and satisfying life.
The following is a list of skills that students will
develop through experiencing the activities within
this curriculum. Also included is a set of criteria that
can act as indicators to determine if the life skill is
being developed.

Planning and organizing –A method for doing
something that has been thought out ahead 
of time; how the parts can be put together.

Indicator:
Student can develop a part of a plan.

Keeping records – Recording selected useful
information, usually focused for a specific purpose.

Indicator:
Student is able to categorize information and
select useful information.

Teamwork –Work done by two or more people,
each doing parts of the whole task. Teamwork
involves communicating effectively, identifying and
agreeing on a common task, dividing a task by
identifying contributions by each person, accepting
responsibility for one’s part of the task, working
together to complete the task and sharing
accomplishment.

Indicator:
Understands roles as essential and enjoys
working together with others of similar
interests/abilities.

Poultry incubation
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The Activities Embryology Skill Life Skill Science Skill

Eggsploring the egg Identifying Learning to learn Observing
Page 14

parts of eggs

Pick a chick Selecting chicken breeds Communication and Categorizing
Page 16 by characteristics decision making

Warming up with eggs Incubation of Planning and organizing Observing
Page 18 fertile eggs

Building an Preparing a candler Relating to others, Comparing and
eggs-ray viewer cooperation measuring

Page 20

Playing peek-a-boo Observation of Record keeping Observing,
with embryos embryos communicating, relating

Page 22

Building a home Preparing a brooder Planning and Comparing and
‘tweet home organizing measuring

Page 24

Counting the chicks Connecting embryology Record keeping Comparing and
Page 26 and math measuring

Caring and handling Handling chicks Relating to others Observing and
Page 28 safely communicating

Eggsploring careers Exploring careers in Developing None
Page 30 the poultry industry teamwork
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One to six months before you 
plan to start the project
□ Plan the exact dates during which you wish 

to do this project.

Dates of the embryology project:

______________________ to ________________________ .

□ Before you order eggs, decide what you will do
with the chicks that hatch. Contact a farmer, zoo
or other animal caretakers who are equipped to
properly care for the chicks.

The chicks will be placed with
______________________________________________________.

□ To insure egg availability, order the eggs at least
one to three months in advance of the day you
plan to set them.

□ Secure an incubator at least a month before the
start of the project and be sure it works
properly.

□ Read the lesson plan and secure any materials
you will need at least a month before the project
begins.

Starting the project
□ Set up the incubator in a safe area and start

running it 48 hours before eggs are to arrive.
□ Prepare the students a few days before the

project begins. Help them understand the
principles of incubation and embryology.
Discuss what the class wishes to accomplish
and what role they will play in reaching the
goals of the project. This includes preparing
calendars and other project resources.

□ If your class plans to incubate eggs, prepare 
the eggs for incubation.

□ Turn the eggs three times daily.
□ Keep water pans full at all times. Always add

water that is warm to the touch.
□ Keep daily records of all activities involving the

eggs (i.e., turning, temperature, water added,
candling, and other activities). These records
are extremely helpful for trouble-shooting
causes of poor hatches.

□ Candle the eggs every three days to check
progress.

□ Stop turning eggs three days (after 18 days 
for chicken eggs) prior to expected hatch.

□ Prepare brooder box at least two days prior 
to expected hatch.

□ Remove the chicks from the incubator and place
them in a warm brooder within two to six hours
after they hatch.

□ Remove and discard all remaining unhatched
eggs 60 hours after the first chick hatches,
then disconnect incubator power.

□ Clean and disinfect the incubator as soon as 
the power is disconnected.

□ Let the incubator dry. Then store it in a safe,
cool and dry place.

Planning and scheduling
checklist

Planning is crucial to the success of an embryology project.
Use this section as a checklist to help you plan the project activities.

As you complete each part check it off so you know what has been finished.
Other important details to assist you with this project follow this checklist.

6

Getting Organized
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Important procedures to consider 
A. Plan the exact dates for your project. Many teachers

use this material as a supplement to a specific
curriculum like biology, human sexuality, human
development or other related topics. It is extremely
important that you understand that this is a
continuous project for at least a 25-day period.
Plan the project around holidays and testing periods.
It is usually best to plan to set your eggs on a Tuesday.
This allows you to prepare on Monday and insures
that the chicks will not hatch on a weekend.

B. To prevent bacterial contamination, make sure that all
students and teachers wash their hands after
handling the eggs, raw egg products, incubated eggs,
chicks and litter.

C. Before you order eggs, plan what you will do with 
the chicks that hatch. Contact a farmer, zoo or other
animal caretakers who are equipped to care for the
chicks properly. NEVER allow chicks to go home 
with students from your class. It is your responsibility 
to make sure that the chicks get a good home.

About the eggs
A. Obtaining fertile hatching eggs. Locating fertile

eggs may present a problem, especially in an urban
area. Most eggs sold in grocery stores 
are not fertile and cannot be used for incubation.
Fertile eggs can usually be obtained from
hatcheries or poultry breeding farms. Large
hospitals may also be able to provide them.
Contact your local Extension office for suggestions.

1. For a basic observation and hatching project,
12 eggs per incubator are adequate. If you 
are planning to do an experiment or activities,
additional eggs may be required.

2. When you obtain fertile eggs from a source
that does not routinely hatch its own eggs, you
may want to test the eggs in an incubator to
ensure that good fertility and hatchability can
be obtained before you use the eggs as part
of the class project. The presence of a male
with a laying hen does not guarantee fertility or
hatchability.You are also strongly encouraged
to use chicken or coturnix quail eggs to hatch
in the classroom. Duck, goose, pheasant and
other species of fowl can be more difficult to
hatch in classroom incubators. Duck and
goose eggs often rot and may explode in the
incubator.

3. When you have located a source of fertile
eggs, pick them up yourself, if possible, 
rather than have them shipped or mailed.
It is difficult for hatcheries, the postal service
and transportation companies to properly
handle small orders of eggs.

B. Caring for eggs prior to incubation. Timing,
temperature and position are critical to safe storage.

1. The eggs should be collected within four hours
after they are laid.

2. If it is necessary to store fertile eggs before
setting, store small end down at a temperature
between 50 and 65°F and at 70 percent
humidity.

3. Never store eggs more than 10 days after the
eggs are laid. Hatchability drops quickly if they
are stored for more than 10 days.

4. Transport fertile eggs in a protective carton, small
end down. Do not leave eggs in the sun or a hot
car. In winter, don’t let the eggs get below 35°F.

5. It is always best to set the fertile eggs in a
heated incubator within 24 hours of obtaining
them.

7

Background for a successful project
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About the incubator and incubation

A. Secure an incubator and make sure it is in good
working order.You may choose a new or used
incubator.

1. If buying a new incubator, order at least one
month prior to the start of the project. Forced air
incubators (with a fan to circulate the air) are
best. Once the new incubator arrives, assemble 
if necessary and follow instructions for operation.

2. Used incubators should be checked one month
prior to the start of the project. Make sure your
equipment is clean and working correctly. This
will allow you time to order parts or a new
incubator if necessary.

B. Turn the incubator on a couple of weeks before the
project starts and run it for 48 hours to insure that
everything is working properly. Once you know it 
is in proper working order, unplug and set in a safe
area until a few days before the start of the project.

C. Inform the administration and maintenance staff that
you are doing this project and ask them to tell you 
if the electricity needs to be shut off for any reason.

D. Proper incubator placement in the classroom helps
avoid problems.

1. Set up the incubator in a room that stays above
65°F.

2. Make sure the electrical outlet that you are using
will be “on” 24 hours a day. Some schools turn
off entire sections of the school at night and on
weekends.

3. Place the incubator on a sturdy level surface.

4. Place the incubator at least six inches away
from the edge of the surface to avoid accidental
bumps.

5. Avoid high traffic areas, hot sunny windows,
heating and cooling vents, drafty windows and
doors.

E. Turn incubator on 36 to 48 hours prior to setting the
eggs.

1. Adjust the incubator so it holds the desired
temperature. Follow manufacturer guidelines 
for adjusting the temperature. In still-air units
(without fans) adjust the temperature to 101°F.
In forced-air units (with fans), adjust the
temperature to 100°F. Always adjust the
thermostat so the heat source goes off when 
the temperature reaches the desired temperature
and comes on when the temperature drops below
the desired temperature.

2. Use at least two thermometers to insure you 
are getting an accurate temperature reading.

3. Check the temperature often. Improper
temperature can result in a poor hatch and
weak chicks.

C. Preparing the eggs for incubating. Fertile eggs
from a commercial hatchery are usually already
presorted. However, it is usually wise to check your
eggs before setting them.

1. Candle eggs prior to setting to check for cracked
eggs, thin-shelled eggs and double-yolked eggs.
Do not incubate these eggs since they usually
do not hatch.

2. Do not wash the eggs unless necessary. The
eggs have a natural protective coating that is
removed by washing. Only wash eggs that are
visibly dirty. Then wipe the egg clean with a wet
cloth warmer (at least 10 degrees warmer) than
the temperature on the eggs. Do not set eggs
that are excessively dirty.

3. Bring fresh eggs to be placed in the incubator 
to room temperature two hours prior to setting.

4. Mark the eggs with “X” and “O” on opposite
sides to aid in daily turning. Also, number the
eggs on the top of the large end to aid in
identification and record keeping during the
project. When marking eggs always use a pencil
or wax crayon. Do not use permanent or toxic
ink pens or markers.

5. Eggs that are warmed to room temperature
should be immediately placed in the incubator.

8

Setting eggs that
are marked with
X’s and O’s.

Do not set
cracked eggs.
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During incubation

A. Turn the eggs three times daily. Stop turning eggs
three days (after 18 days for chicken eggs) prior 
to expected hatch. Remember to wash hands.

B. Keep water pans full at all times. Always add water
that is warm to the touch. It is best to add the water
when you open the incubator to turn the eggs.

C. Keep daily records of all activities involving the eggs
(i.e., turning, temperature, water added, candling,
and other activities). These records are extremely
helpful for trouble-shooting causes of poor hatches.

D. Candle the eggs every three days to check progress.

E. Stop turning eggs three days (after 18 days for
chicken eggs) prior to expected hatch.

F. Never help the chicks from the shell.

G. Remove the chicks from the incubator and place
them in a warm brooder within two to six hours 
after they hatch. If your incubator has good levels 
of humidity the chicks may not dry in the incubator.
They will dry once moved to the brooder.

H. Remove and discard all remaining unhatched eggs
60 hours after the first chick hatches, then disconnect
incubator power.

I. Clean and disinfect the incubator as soon as the
power is disconnected. Once the dirt has dried to the
surface, it becomes difficult to remove.

J. Let the incubator dry. Then store it in a safe, cool and
dry place.

Brooding the chicks

A. Make sure the brooder box is working 2 to 4 days
prior to hatch.

B. Brooders should maintain a temperature of 92 to 95°F
(taken at one inch above the floor level, the height 
of the chick’s back) during the first week. If you 
keep the chick beyond the first week, decrease the
temperature 5°F per week until room temperature 
is reached.

C. The brooder should have textured, absorbent litter 
on the floor. If the floor is slippery, the chicks can
damage their legs. Pine or cedar shaving or textured
paper towel work best in the classroom.

D. Feed 18 to 22 percent protein chicken starter food.
This completely balanced ration can be obtained from
any feed and garden store. The feed can be placed 
in jar lids, egg cartons, small tuna-sized cans or a
commercial chick feeder.

E. Water should be available at all times. Use watering
equipment that will not allow the chick to get into the
water and drown. Commercially made water fountains
for use with a quart jar work best. If you need to use
a watering device that is not proven, it is recommended
that you place clean marbles or gravel in the water 
so the chicks can drink between them but not get into
the water and drown.

F. Clean the waterer and brooder daily. This will prevent
odors and keep the brooder dry. Dampness provides
favorable conditions for the development of molds
and bacteria.

Turn egg
three times
daily until
the 18th day.

The end result:
A newly hatched chick.



The hen
The reproductive system of the female chicken 
is in two parts: the ovary and oviduct. Unlike most female
animals, which have two functioning ovaries, the chicken
usually has only one. The right ovary stops developing
when the female chick hatches, but the left one continues
to mature.

The ovary is a cluster of sacs attached to the hen’s back
about midway between the neck and the tail. It is fully
formed when the chick hatches and contains several
thousand tiny ova—each ovum within its own follicle. As
the female reaches maturity, these ova develop a few at 
a time into yolks. (Figure 7)

The oviduct is a tube-like organ lying along the backbone
between the ovary and the tail. In a mature hen, it is about
25 to 27 inches long. The yolk is completely formed in the
ovary. When a yolk is fully developed, its follicle ruptures at
the stigma line, releasing it from the ovary. It then enters
the infundibulum, the entrance of the oviduct 
(Figure 8).

The other parts of the egg are added to the yolk as it
passes through the oviduct. The chalazae, albumen, shell
membranes and shell then form around the yolk to make
the complete egg, which is then laid. This complete cycle
usually takes from 23 to 32 hours. About 20 minutes after
the egg is laid, another yolk is released and the process
repeats itself. Development takes place as follows:

10

The rooster
The male fowl has two testes along its back. These never
descend into an external scrotum, as do those of other
farm animals. A testis consists of a large number of very
slender, convoluted ducts. The linings of these ducts 
give off sperm. The ducts eventually lead to the ductus
deferens, a tube that conducts the sperm to a small
papilla. Together, the two papilla serve as an intermittent
organ. They are on the rear wall of the cloaca.

The rooster responds to light in the same way as the hen.
Increasing day length causes the pituitary to release
hormones. These, in turn, cause enlargement of the
testes, androgen secretion and semen production, which
stimulates mating behavior.

The reproductive system
and fertilization

Parts Length Time Function
of oviduct of part there of part

Infundibulum 2 in. 15 min. Picks up yolk, egg fertilized

Magnum 13 in. 3 hr. 40–50% of white laid down,
thick albumen

10% albumen shell
Isthmus 4 in. 11/4 hr. membrane laid down, 

shape of egg determined

40% of albumen, shell
Uterus 4.2 in. 203/4 hr. formed, pigment of

cuticle laid down

Vagina and 4 in. — Egg passes through
cloaca as it is laid

Figure 7 – Ovary

Figure 8 – Oviduct
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How eggs are fertilized
Each gender, the rooster and the hen, contributes
something to the egg. The rooster provides sperm;
the hen provides an ovum. When a rooster mates with 
a hen, it deposits sperm in the end of the oviduct. These
sperm, containing male germ cells, travel the length of
the oviduct and are stored in the infundibulum. On the
surface of every egg yolk there can be seen a tiny,
whitish spot called the blastodisc. This contains a single
female cell. If sperm is present when a yolk enters the
infundibulum, a single sperm penetrates the blastodisc,
fertilizing it and causing it to become a blastoderm.
Technically, the blastoderm is the true egg. Shortly after
fertilization, the blastoderm begins to divide into two,
four, eight and more cells. The first stages of embryonic
development have begun and continue until the egg 
is laid. Development then subsides until the egg is
incubated. The joining of sperm and ovum is called
fertilization. After fertilization, the egg can develop and
become a chick.

The rooster must be present for an egg to be fertilized.
Supermarket eggs are from hens that are raised without
a rooster. Roosters are not necessary at farms where
eggs are produced for people to consume. Eggs for
incubation are grown at special farms called breeder
farms where roosters are with the hens.

Development during incubation
As soon as the egg is heated and begins incubation, 
the cluster of cells in the blastoderm begins to multiply
by successive divisions. The first cells formed are alike.
Then, as the division of cells progresses, some
differences begin to appear.

These differences become more and more pronounced.
Gradually the various cells acquire specific characteristics
of structure and cell grouping or layer. These cell
groupings are called the ectoderm, mesoderm and
endoderm. These three layers of cells constitute the
materials out of which the various organs and systems
of the body develop.

From the ectoderm, the skin, feathers, beak, claws,
nervous system, lens and retina of the eye, linings of the
mouth and vent develop. The mesoderm develops into
the bone, muscle, blood, reproductive and excretory
organs. The endoderm produces the linings of the
digestive tract and the secretory and respiratory organs.

Development from a single cell to a pipping chick is a
continuous, orderly process. It involves many changes
from apparently simple to new, complex structures.
From the structures arise all the organs and tissues 
of the living chick.

Physiological processes 
within the egg
Many physiological processes take place during
the transformation of the embryo from egg to chick.
These processes are respiration, excretion, nutrition
and protection.

For the embryo to develop without being connected 
to the hen’s body, nature has provided membranes
outside the embryo’s body to enable the embryo to use
all parts of the egg for growth and development. These
“extra-embryonic” membranes are the yolk sac, amnion,
chorion and allantois.

The yolk sac is a layer of tissue growing over the
surface of the yolk. Its walls are lined with a special
tissue that digests and absorbs the yolk material to
provide food for the embryo. As embryonic development
continues, the yolk sac is engulfed within the embryo
and completely reabsorbed at hatching. At this time,
enough nutritive material remains to feed the chick for
up to three days.

The amnion is a transparent sac filled with colorless
fluid that serves as a protective cushion during embryonic
development. This amniotic fluid also permits the
developing embryo to exercise. Specialized muscles
developed in the amnion gently agitate the amniotic
fluid. The movement keeps the growing parts free from
one another, preventing adhesions and malformations.

The chorion contains the amnion and yolk sac. Initially,
the chorion has no apparent function, but later the
allantois fuses with it to form the choric-allantoic
membrane. This enables the capillaries of the allantois
to touch the shell membrane, allowing calcium
reabsorption from the shell.

The allantois membrane has many functions. It:

• serves as an embryonic respiratory organ

• receives the excretions of the embryonic kidneys

• absorbs albumen, which serves as nutriment (protein)
for the embryo

• absorbs calcium from the shell for the structural
needs of the embryo.

The allantois differs from the amnion and chorion in that
it arises within the body of the embryo. In fact, its closest
portion remains within the embryo throughout the
development.



Daily embryonic
development
Before egg laying
• Fertilization.

• Division and growth of living cells.

• Segregation of cells into groups with special functions.

Between laying and incubation
• Very little growth; inactive stage of embryonic life.

During incubation 
Day 1

Major developments visible under microscope:

18 hours — Appearance of alimentary tract.

19 hours — Beginning of brain crease.

20 hours — Appearance of vertebral column.

21 hours — Beginning of formation of brain and nervous
system.

22 hours — Beginning of formation of head.

23 hours — Appearance of blood island.

24 hours — Beginning of formation of eyes.

Day 2

24 hours — Embryo begins to turn on left side.

24 hours — Blood vessels appear in the yolk sac.

24 hours — Major developments visible under microscope.

25 hours — Beginning of formation of veins and heart.

30 hours — Second, third and fourth vesicles of brain
clearly defined, as is the heart, which starts 
to beat.

35 hours — Beginning of formation of ear pits.

36 hours — First sign of amnion.

46 hours — Formation of throat.

Day 3 (see figure)

Beginning of formation of beak, wings, legs and allantois.

Amnion completely surrounds embryo.

Day 4 (see figure)

Beginning of formation of tongue.

Embryo completely separates from yolk sac and turns 
on left side.

Allantois breaks through amnion.

Day 5

Proventriculus and gizzard formed.

Formulation of reproductive organs — sex division.

Day 6 (see figure)

Beak and egg tooth begin to form.

Main division of legs and wings.

Voluntary movement begins.

Day 7

Digits on legs and wings become visible.

Abdomen becomes more prominent due to development
of viscera.

12
Day 3 Day 6 Day 9

Closeup
Day 3

Leg bud
Tail

Wing
bud

Eye

Ear

Heart
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Day 8

Feathers begin to form.

Day 9 (see figure)

Embryo begins to look bird-like.

Mouth opening appears.

Day 10

Beak starts to harden.

Skin pores visible to naked eye.

Digits completely separated.

Day 11

Days 10 to 12 tend to run together. No different changes
visible on these days.

Day 12 (see figure)

Toes fully formed.

Down feathers visible.

Day 13

Scales and claws become visible.

Body fairly well covered with feathers.

Day 14

Embryo turns its head toward blunt end of egg.

Day 15

Small intestines taken into body.

Day 16

Scales, claws and beak becoming firm and horny.

Embryo fully covered with feathers.

Albumen nearly gone and yolk increasingly important 
as nutrient.

Day 17

Beak turns toward air cell, amniotic fluid decreases and
embryo begins preparation for hatching.

Day 18 (see figure)

Growth of embryo nearly complete.

Day 19 

Yolk sac draws into body cavity through umbilicus.

Embryo occupies most of space within egg except air cell.

Day 20 (see figure)

Yolk sac completely draws into body cavity

Embryo becomes chick, breaks amnion and starts
breathing air in air cell.

Allantois ceases to function and starts to dry up.

Day 21 

Chick hatches.

Although used only to break through the shell, the egg
tooth serves its critical purpose well.

Coturnix (Japanese) quail .............................. 16–18 days

Chicken ................................................................ 21 days

Pheasants ...................................................... 24–26 days

Ducks ................................................................... 28 days

Geese................................................................... 28 days

Guinea.................................................................. 28 days

Turkey................................................................... 28 days

Swan .................................................................... 35 days

Muscovy duck....................................................... 35 days

Ostrich.................................................................. 42 days

Day 12 Day 15 Day 18 Day 20
13
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Introduction
Have you ever wondered how the parts of an egg stay separate until you
are ready to scramble them for breakfast? Or why there is that stringy
thing in the white of an egg? 

In this activity, you will learn the parts of the egg and what each part
does. Listen carefully, and by the time you are finished, you will be an
“eggspert.”

Get ready
When buying eggs, allow extra eggs for each group; students may
damage eggs they are using before completing all of the activities. If you
don’t mind a little extra clean-up, let the students break their own eggs.
If you want to avoid the mess, break them a few minutes beforehand and
put them into plates. (If you break eggs too early, they dry up.)

For the last part of the activity, prepare eggs in vinegar a few days before
the class by putting them in bowls or glasses and completely immerse
them in vinegar. Allow the eggs to soak in the vinegar solution for up 
to two days. The shells should dissolve completely. Once the shells
dissolve, carefully remove the eggs from the vinegar and place them 
in a bowl of water.

Do it
1. Allow the class to break up into small groups of three to five students.

Each group should have a plate and an egg.

2. Make sure that after handling the raw eggs all students wash their
hands to prevent bacterial contamination.

3. In this activity, students are asked to identify parts of an egg using 
the definitions. Allow time for the students to experiment with finding
the structures and complete the “Eggsploring the Parts” sheet (see
activity on page 36) on their own. Should they need help in locating
specific structures, try to ask questions like:

• Where would you expect to find the inner thick albumen?

• What might its relationship to the yolk be?

• How might you be able to separate the inner and outer 
albumen?

• Where would you find the air cell in the eggshell?

• How does each part aid the developing embryo?

4. Show each group the egg that has been in vinegar so that the
students can see the shell membranes.

Embryology skill: 
Identifying parts of eggs

Life skill: 
Learning to learn

Science skill: 
Observing

School subjects
supported:
Biology

Preparation time:
20 minutes

Activity time:
20 minutes

What you need:
□ Eggs
□ Copies of Student Activity Sheet

“Eggsploring Parts” (page 36)
□ Plates
□ Two glasses or bowls
□ Vinegar
□ Water
□ Receptacle for eggs 

after the activity

Eggsploring the egg
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• The 1999 estimate for eggs produced were
192.5 million cases.

• The top 10 egg-producing states are:

1. Ohio

2. Iowa

3. California

4. Indiana

5. Pennsylvania

6. Texas

7. Minnesota

8. Georgia

9. Nebraska

10. Florida

C O N S I D E R  this

F rom a local farm, obtain eggs 
of different shapes, colors, sizes, with

calcium deposits, and with meat and blood
spots. Ask the class to examine the eggs,
find the differences, learn why the variations
occur, and why they normally don’t see them
in the store.

Visit the AEB Web site at:
www.aeb.org

Obtain the record for egg
production in one year
and the number of eggs
that the average consumer
uses each year.

Share
• What new parts did you learn?

• Why is it necessary to wash your hands after working
with raw eggs?

Process
• How is each part of the egg important to the

development of the embryo?
• What will you do differently the next time you identify

egg parts? Why?
• How did the real egg help or hinder learning 

the parts?

Generalize
• What other ways do you like to learn parts 

of items? Why?

Apply
• How will your understanding of egg parts affect your

use of eggs in the future?

• Can your students find the
states listed above?

Other questions you may ask.
• How might you learn this

information in a different way?

• What senses did you use?
When have you used your
senses to learn before?

15

□ Can students identify the

parts of the egg?

□ Can students tell how the

parts contribute to embryo

development?
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Introduction
If you’ve seen one chicken, you’ve seen them all, right? Wrong. Actually,
chickens, like many domesticated (tame) animals, are grouped by certain
breeds and characteristics. Just as a Dalmatian is different from a Saint
Bernard, a Rhode Island Red chicken is different from a Buff Cochin.
In this unit, your students will learn how chickens are classified and how to
identify the group in which they belong.

Get ready
Divide the class into five groups. Give each group a set of poultry catalogs
or the Chicken Breeds & Varieties publication. Breed and variety photos are
also available on the suggested www site. Place the name of the chicken
classes in an egg carton. Have someone from each group pick one of the
five classes: American, Asiatic, Mediterranean, English and Games.

Do it
1. Have the students talk about the characteristics that set apart the

different breeds.

2. Ask the students to pick a specific breed of chicken they want to learn
more about. Or place the names for that class in the egg carton and
have the students pull one out at random.

3. After the students have chosen the breed they want to work with, 
ask them to select the key features that describe this bird and play
the game “I Spy.”

4. For example, with a chicken that is in the American Class, like a
Rhode Island Red breed, single comb variety, the game might go like
this:

Student: I spy.

Class: Who do you spy?

Student: Someone with a “single comb.”

Class: The class guesses.

Student: The student can respond with more clues about origin,
color, or a special feature of a Single Comb Rhode Island
Red chicken.

5. Continue with the rest of the breeds the students have picked.

Embryology skill: 
Selecting chicken breeds
by characteristics

Life skill: 
Communicating and
decision-making

Science skill: 
Categorizing

Preparation time:
One hour

Obtain pictures of chicken breeds
and place them in an egg carton.
Pictures may be obtained by
purchasing the UW-Madison
Extension Service’s Chicken Breeds
& Varieties, searching for hatcheries
or breeds on the Web or asking
hatcheries for old catalogs.

Activity time:
One class period

What you need:
□ Paper
□ Scissors
□ Egg cartons
□ Poultry hatchery catalogs
□ Publication: Chicken Breeds 

& Varieties
□ Copies of Student Activity Sheet

“Chick Breed Maker Notebook”
(page 37)

Pick a chick
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Breed Cornish Houdon Orpington Langshan Wyandotte Dorking Brahma Rhode Island

Class English Continental English Asiatic American English Asiatic American



The American Poultry Association offers a book 
called the Standard of Perfection, which contains 
a complete description and pictures of more than
300 recognized breeds of chickens. There are more
than 350 combinations of physical features 
in chickens with different colors, sizes and shapes.

American Poultry Association
Lorna Rhodes, Secretary/Treasurer
133 Millville Street
Mendon MA 01756
Phone: (508) 473-8769

There are also two sizes of chickens: standard and
bantam. Bantams are one-third to one-fifth the size
of standard chickens. There is an American Bantam
Association, which offers a standard for bantams.

American Bantam Association
Eleanor Vinhage, Secretary
P. O. Box 127
Augusta NJ 07822
Phone: (973) 383-6944
Fax: (973) 383-8633

The system of classification for chickens 
is separated into three components: class, breed
and variety. See glossary for definitions.

Make a 
“chicken collage”

(See activity on page 37.) 

1. Find pictures of different chicken breeds.

2. Cut out your favorite parts from each breed,
for example, feathered shanks, rose comb
and buff-colored body.

3. Put these different parts together.

4. Give this new breed of chicken a name 
that would reflect the changes that you have
made, for example “Booted Buff Rose Comb
Plymouth Rock.”

5. Using this collage of your new chicken
breed and the new breeds from other class
or club members, have a chicken show.
Have your principal judge the show.

□ Do students know the 

components that make up the

classification system for chickens?

□ Do students know why there 

is a classification system for chickens? 

Or for other living things?

□ How many breeds were the students able

to identify by the chicken’s characteristics?

□ Were students able to see the benefit 

of planning in other situations?

C O N S I D E R  this





Share
• What makes each breed of chicken different?
• Why did you choose your breed?
• What made selecting a breed difficult?

Process
• What were the most common characteristics used 

to determine chicken breeds?
• Why is it important to categorize chickens into breeds?
• How did you determine the order of characteristics 

to help students guess?

Generalize
• Describe something that you planned or a choice that

you made by looking at more than one possibility.
• Why is communication or decision making important 

at school? At home?
• Where could decision making help you with other tasks?

Apply
• How do you plan for new arrivals at your home, such 

as a dog or cat or new brother or sister?
• How does your family plan for special activities?
• For what things can you not plan?
• Why is it important to put plans in writing?
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Introduction
We’re all used to seeing things grow and develop—watching changes
that take place over months and years. But watching chicken embryos 
is different. Huge changes happen in days or weeks. It’s like putting the
growth process on fast forward.

In this lesson you will study chicken embryos as they grow. The science
of studying the unborn—and in the chicken’s case, the unhatched—is
embryology. The unhatched chick is called the embryo, and the
development of the embryo is called embryogenesis.

We use a thermometer to measure temperature. Temperature regulation is
very important during the incubation process. The range of temperatures
inside the incubator should be from 98°F to 101°F with 99.5°F being the
best. We should not let the temperature rise above 101°F because higher
temperatures can harm or kill the embryo. Temperatures below 98°F can
delay the hatch time.

The chicks inside the eggs need humidity to keep them from drying out.
At Day 18, increase the humidity by adding small, wet dish sponges next
to the water canals or pan. When they begin to hatch, increase the humidity
to soften the eggshell membranes.

The eggs need to be turned at least three times a day. This will keep the
developing embryo from sticking to one side of the eggshell.

It takes about 21 days for the chicks to hatch. When a chick hatches, 
it has a special structure at the end of its beak called an egg tooth. The
egg tooth helps the chick to break out of its shell. A few days after hatch,
the egg tooth will fall off.

Get ready
You may wish to discuss the information in the introduction with the
class. Ask your students how they keep track of turning the eggs,
checking the temperature and ensuring that the canals are full of water.

Do it
1. Divide the students into teams of three to five.

Have each team answer the following questions:

How will you mark the eggs?

How will you turn the eggs?

How will you fill the water canals or water pan?

How will you monitor the temperature?

(See activity on page 38.)

Embryology skill: 
Incubation of fertile eggs

Life skill: 
Planning and organizing

Science skill: 
Observing

School subjects
supported:
Science

Preparation time:
10 minutes

Activity time:
20 minutes (egg preparation),

10 minutes daily (turning eggs, filling
water canals or water pan), and

4 to 12 hours (hatching process)

What you need:
□ Incubator
□ Fertile eggs
□ No. 2 pencil
□ Embryology record sheet

(page 42)
□ Dish sponge (1/2 inch 

by 4 inches)
□ Brooder box
□ Copies of Student Activity Sheet

“Warming up with eggs” (page 38)

Warming up with eggs
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Share
• Why was marking the eggs important?
• Describe your team’s plan for incubating the eggs.
• How did your marks on the eggs differ from others?
• What is your team’s plan for the best way to mark the eggs?
• What is your team’s average incubator temperature?
• What is your team’s plan for the best way to fill the water canals or pan?

Process
• What things might we use to identify the eggs?
• Why should we use a pencil instead of a pen to mark the eggs?
• What ways can you think of to keep the humidity at the required levels?
• How could you determine that turning the eggs three times a day is

necessary?
• How might you maintain the proper temperature if electricity were 

no longer available?
• Why should the incubator temperature be properly regulated?
• What will you do differently the next time you hatch chicks?

Why?

Generalize
• How does the thermostat that controls the heating and

air conditioning at home compare to the incubator?
• What other thermometers have you read?
• How are those thermometers different from the one

inside the incubator?

Apply
• What did you learn about working as a group that

you can use in the future?

Using the Embryology record
on page 42, have the

students record the temperature
inside the incubator each time
the eggs are turned. Take a
daily average and an overall
average at the end of the
project.

Using human thermometers 
to measure body temperature,
have the students measure
their own body temperature
every hour during the school
day and take an average of
each individual.

If the incubator does not
have to be returned right
away, consider incubating
other things to observe
bacterial growth. Try a table
egg broken out in a dish, 
a piece of a potato or 
a piece of an apple. After a
few days, note any changes
in these substances.

2. Have the teams share their plans with the class. Discuss
the plans and determine which plan provides for the best
care of the eggs and the incubator by reviewing the
preceding questions.

3. A suggested plan follows:

With a No. 2 pencil, mark an “X” on one side of each egg
and an “O” on the other side. Do not use ink because it may
poison the embryos. Set the eggs in the incubator with all
“X” sides up. This arrangement will help you monitor egg
turning.

Fill the water canals or water pan with tap water. Adjust the
incubator temperature to 100°F or as close as possible.
Turn the eggs three times per day from Day 2 in the
incubator to Day 18.
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Did the students learn…

□ the importance of turning the eggs?

□ the importance of keeping the water

canals filled?

□ the importance of proper regulation 

of the incubator temperature?

□ about the egg tooth and its function?

□ how long it takes a chick to hatch?

□ how to average numbers?

TTaallkk iitt oovveerr
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Introduction
If you like sneak previews, then candling is for you. Candling fertile eggs
plays an important role in the embryology project. A candler is used to
examine fertile eggs by shining a bright light through the egg. Candling
serves three important functions.

1. Candling eggs before they are set identifies cracked eggs that
might burst.

2. Candling helps detect which eggs are developing into an embryo.

3. Candling the eggs every few days allows you to watch the embryo
grow and develop without damaging the egg.

In the poultry industry, eggs are candled for two reasons.

1. At the hatchery, eggs are candled to help remove cracked eggs
before setting and infertile eggs that are not developing after 
a week of incubation.

2. At the consumer egg grading plants, eggs are candled to help
remove cracked eggs and those that have defects making them
undesirable for human markets.

Get ready
Involve the students in building a candler by dividing the class into teams.
Supply each team with the same supplies and ask each group to design
and build their own candler. Plans for an overhead candler are also
included so that you (the teacher) can build a candler for class use if you
would like. However, you are encouraged to use a candler designed and
built by one of the teams.

Do it
1. Divide the class into teams of three to five students. Each team should

use the Building an Eggs-ray Viewer sheet (see activity on page 39)
to help them design and build a candler. Explain that they have 30
minutes to design and build an egg candler with the supplies you give
them. Also, show them the overhead projector and explain that it will
be the source of light for their candler. Basic questions to answer
include:

Does the candler provide enough light to see cracks in an
eggshell or the embryo inside the egg?

Can you candle eggs without damaging them?

Does the candler limit the amount of light that escapes so the
room can be darkened properly to allow seeing inside the egg?

Does the way the egg sets on the candler allow optimal
viewing of the different parts of the egg and embryo?

Embryology skill: 
Preparing a candler

Life skill: 
Relating to others, cooperation

Science skills: 
Comparing and measuring

School subjects
supported:
Math

Preparation time:
An hour to secure the needed
materials. This can be
shortened if you ask the
students to bring the
cardboard and small boxes
from home.

Activity time:
30 to 40 minutes

What you need:
□ Heavy cardboard boxes at

least 1 foot by 1 foot in size
□ Small box, such as a pencil

box (at least 3 inches by 4
inches, and 1 inch deep)

□ Scissors
□ Electrical or duct tape
□ Overhead projector 

(with light source from
below the glass surface)

□ Copies of Student Activity
Sheet “Building an Eggs-
ray Viewer” (page 39)

Building an eggs-ray viewer
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Share
• How did your candler differ from the

others that were built?

• What do you like about your team’s 
plan compared to the others? Why?

Process
• Why do we candle eggs?

• What things make a good candler?

• How would you improve your candler?

• What plans did you have to make
before starting this project?

Generalize
• What other items have you built? 

How was this building process like 
or different from those?

• How can planning and organizing 
help you in other parts of your life?

• How did not having instructions and
specifications affect the building
process?

Apply
• What did you learn about working as 

a group that you can use in the future?

• What will you do differently the next time
you plan to build something?

Have students
design and make

their own egg candler at
home (with a flashlight rather

than an overhead projector).

Candle some eggs at home and
show your family how to look at
eggs. Why does the store-bought
egg look different from the ones
at school?

2. Have the teams share their candler with the class.
Ask them to explain:

How the team decided on the plan before they 
began to build.

What was unique about their plan.

How their plan met the basic needs of a candler
mentioned in step 1 above.

3. Try each candler in a darkened room and discuss which
candler best allows the students to see inside the egg. If you
already have a candler, compare it with the class designs.



The following instructions provide information for development
of a typical candler.You may want to build one of these for use 
in class or to compare it to the candlers developed by the class.



1. Cut out a flat 1 by 1 foot piece
of cardboard.

2. Remove one of the large sides
of the small box.

3. Cut an egg-shaped hole 1.5
inches by 1 inch in the topside
of the small box (opposite from
the side you just removed).
This hole holds the egg so 
you can see the embryo while
handling the egg as little as
possible.

4. Place the small box on 
the center of the piece 
of cardboard and trace the 
box outline. Cut a hole in 
the center of the piece of
cardboard the same size 
as the small box.

5. With duct tape, fasten the
small box to the piece of
cardboard (with the egg-
shaped hole up).

6. Place the
cardboard 
on top of the
glass base of
the overhead
projector, and
you are ready
to candle.

□ Did the students learn the three 

reasons why candling is performed?

□ Were the students able to make

measurements to construct a candler?

□ Did all students make a contribution 

to constructing the candler?
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Introduction
The overhead candling method allows the students to observe the
development of a chicken embryo without damaging it.

Get ready
Review the suggested activities for this lesson and the science of the
developing embryo. Determine which of the suggestions would be most
appropriate for your students.

Ask the class to list the safety measures they should use to be sure that
the embryos and class members aren’t put at risk. Conduct this activity 
in a way that ensures hygiene and safe handling of the eggs.

Do it
1. Before candling any eggs, ask the students to record what they think

a three-day-old chicken embryo will look like. (Have them write, draw
or both; see activity on page 40). Encourage them to use their
imagination and draw or write from their background and experience.

2. With the candler, compare a fresh refrigerated egg to an egg that has
been kept at room temperature for three to five days. Identify the air
cell and yolk. Look for cracks. Gently crack an egg to see what the
crack looks like.

3. Candle each developing egg and select an egg that has an embryo 
in a good viewing position.

4. To candle the egg, set the candler on an overhead projector. Place
the overhead projector on the floor or on a low tabletop so students
can see. Darken the room. (The darker the room the better the view.)
Remove a fertile egg from the incubator, and place it on the hole of
the candler. With the egg on its side, gently rotate the egg until you
get the best view of the embryo.

5. Ask the students to observe a three-day-old chicken embryo, then
ask them to discuss what they saw. How might the embryo change
between observations? Is anything moving?

6. Observe an embryo at Day 3, 4, 6, 9, 13, 18 and 20. If possible allow
the students to candle the eggs after the first day or two.

7. After they have finished observing the developing embryo, ask them
to record (orally, written, drawn or combination) how the embryo was
different than what they expected.

Embryology skill: 
Observation of embryos

Life skill: 
Record keeping

Science skill: 
Observing, communicating,
relating

School subjects
supported:
Biology

Preparation time:
5 minutes, unless you need to
build a candler (see “Building an
eggs-ray viewer”)

Activity time:
10 minutes to allow students 
to record their observations

5 minutes on Day 3, 4, 6, 9, 13,
18 and 20 of development to
observe the embryo

What you need:
□ Soap and water (for washing

hands before and after
handling eggs)

□ Overhead candler (see page
20, “Building an eggs-ray
viewer”)

□ Box-style overhead projector
(light comes from under
platform) with an extension
cord, if necessary

□ Fresh eggs of assorted colors
□ Fertile eggs developing in the

incubator (white-shelled eggs
work best for viewing)

□ Darkened room (for best view)
□ Copies of Student Activity

Sheet “Playing peek-a-boo with
embryos” (page 40)

Playing peek-a-boo with embryos
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